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The Earth As Art: Views From Heaven
**Synopsis**

The beauty of our planet. --Photographs from all the continents. --A photographer’s fascinating life oeuvre. --Poetic, artistic pictures that meet the highest photographic standards. An extraordinary treat! Klaus-Dieter Francke’s photographs present an ethereal geography of our planet, depictions that could be mistaken for masterful drawings. He introduces us to a primeval, almost uninhabited place where knotted roots, meandering rivers, glaciers and dunes define the passage of time. In a few cases, humans and animals are seen traversing its broad expanses. Views of the Earth as you’ve never seen it before!
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**Customer Reviews**

The book is wonderful. But it came damaged. One corner was bent. There were indentation marks on the cover. I was gone most of Christmas/New Years so didn’t have time to lodge a complaint immediately on receipt of the package. I think the people working in the shipping department ought to inspect products for damages before sending them. WILL SEND ME A NEW BOX TO RETURN THE BOOK AND SEND ME ANOTHER IN NEW CONDITION WITHOUT CHARGING ME?GEORGE OLLEN

I have bought many excellent books dealing with aerial photography by photographers Adriel Heisey (several excellent books), Hass, Dech, and Arthus-Bertrand’s series of Earth From Above, but Francke’s book is magnificent. This is a large book and I have decided to order two extra
copies. For some reason Adiel Heisey's books are difficult to find when searching for "aerial photography" on . Howard McPherson, Moab, Utah
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